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Wire is in charge of maintaining a telecommunications center. Ready to take his well-deserved holidays, the entire network goes offline. Help Wire restart the
repeater present in each sector. Be careful though! These sectors are a bit strange. Good luck! About Paper Repair 1.7" Paper Repair 1.7" is a new game for
your Android smartphone. Do you like to play games about paper? Then Paper Repair is for you! Paper Repair is the second game in series of Paper Repair

game. Help paper to repair itself. You can press "Next" button to make next paper flip. The better your rating, the more points you get. You can see your score
in top right corner of the screen. While you are at it, press button "Restart" to reset level. Watch out for the hazards. There are some sharp objects that can

damage paper. Also there are obstacles to pass. Go through them with caution. You will need to solve mini puzzles to move on to the next level. If you like to
play Paper Repair, please let us know. And if you have any suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact us. Thank you! Why is Google Play the most popular
place to buy apps & games? 1. Android apps are free with no ads or in-app purchases 2. You get an amazing array of apps, free or paid Are you looking for a
simple 2D puzzle game? Are you looking for something with a little more challenge? Why not try Asteroids? Asteroids is a 2D puzzle game for your Android

smartphone. You play as a space ship: your task is to shoot asteroids as they approach the planet. Asteroids is much easier than Angry Birds or Space Hulk. You
can beat the game by solving all the puzzles in a given level! And there is something for everyone. Take a look at the photo below for some simple examples of
Asteroids gameplay. If you want to experience Asteroids yourself, you can download Asteroids for free on Google Play. A bit about our developer… We’re a small
team of developers based in Alsace in France. We’re all passionate about Android. Each member of the team uses Android every single day and we’re dedicated

to making the best games we can. Asteroids is the latest game by Bummed Studios. If you enjoy our previous

Features Key:
Change disguise at the end of map

Five different weapons and hideouts
Over 50 maps

Various weapons types, special weapons, explosive weapons, tank shells
Create your own characters and replace them during game

Regular attacks, parry, dodge (jump action) you can apply any time
Death is permanent, hide out, change disguise is permanent too
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